Ryan is a Conservative Republican
Ryan is an America First grassroots Patriot stepping up to play his part in making Michigan a beacon of freedom. The freedoms that belong to the citizens of Michigan are at stake. Michigan deserves a Governor FOR the people.

"As Governor, I will not allow the government to trample on our God-given rights. I will fight both Federal and State government overreach!"

– Ryan D. Kelley

Ryan is a Family Man and Entrepreneur
Ryan and his lovely wife Tabitha, along with their six amazing children, live in West Michigan. Ryan is a businessman and has never been elected to office. Ryan began his career in telecommunications, operating as a union employee with the CWA for over a decade. He then spent the next decade working in real estate, first building a franchise and now operating his own real estate firm. As an entrepreneur, Ryan understands the hard work it takes to achieve the American Dream. As Michigan’s next Governor, Ryan will inspire others to create prosperity in their own lives.

The 10th Amendment says that "The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people." As Governor, Ryan will not allow the Federal Government to infringe upon the powers that belong to the State and to the people.

America and Michigan are worth fighting for!

GOD | FAMILY | COUNTRY
It's Time For Greatness In Michigan Again!

“MICHIGAN FIRST”

“As Michigan’s Governor I will protect the rights of the people and uphold our American Values.”

To donate to Ryan’s campaign, scan the QR code below.

ryankelley.com
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FIRST 100 DAYS PLAN

I announced my run for Governor on February 1, 2021 after fighting for our God-given rights for months when Michigan needed a voice for freedom. I spoke to thousands of Michiganders during that time and got to hear their thoughts, feedback, and concerns. I have created this 100-day plan to address their expectations of their next governor. I give you my word, when elected Governor, I will execute this following plan as written.

Ryan’s Actions Against Tyranny in 2020

- After the stolen 2020 election, Ryan organized “Stop the Steal” rallies at the TCF Center on Nov 4th and 5th and at the Michigan Capitol building. Ryan supports a full forensic audit.

- In the midst of Leftist rioting and statue destruction that swept the country in the summer of 2020, Ryan and other armed patriots protected a Civil War statue in Allendale from being torn down by Antifa and BLM and kept the town safe.

- Met with the DOJ and FBI on July 31, 2020 at FBI headquarters to discuss Gretchen Whitmer’s violations of the U.S. Constitution.

See full list of Ryan’s actions in 2020 on ryankelley.com

Ryan Kelley’s Michigan First Policy agenda puts the people of Michigan first.

Our state constitution begins with: “All political power is inherent in the people.” The Declaration of Independence states that: “Governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed.” The Michigan First Policies place the citizens of Michigan in power. The MFP’s are in direct alignment with American values, promoting an environment conductive to freedom and prosperity in the lives of every citizen of Michigan.

– Ryan D. Kelley, Candidate for Michigan Governor

- Respect for the U.S. and State Constitutions
- Restore Election Integrity
- Provide Limited, Transparent and Accountable Government
- Promote Economy and Jobs
- Protect Medical Freedom
- Support Pro-Life Education & Funding
- Protect Our Second Amendment Rights
- Restore Education Core Values
- Support Police & Create Safe Streets and Neighborhoods

Go to ryankelley.com for more details.

STAND UP FOR FREEDOM!

ryankelley.com